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1 Introduction

Train tra�c, following a set time-table, may be considered more predictable
than other forms of tra�c. However, the requests for usage of the railway
system arrive no more predictably than do cars on a highway or data packets
in a computer network. Therefore, the application of queuing theory to time-
table design may yield useful results in predicting so-called scheduled waiting

time, that is, the di�erence in time between a trains' intended departure time
and the �rst clear space in the time-table. (Wendler [3])

In this paper, we will consider the expected values and the stability con-
ditions for scheduled waiting time on one and two tracks, respectively, closely
following the method laid out for aircraft by Bäuerle et. al. We will regard
the headway times - the minimum time needed between two departures - as
service times in a queuing system.

2 Terminology

A tra�c node is a point of interest on a railway track. It may be a train
station, a place where two tracks merge, or simply an arbitrary point on a
railway track. For purpose of this paper, we make two assumptions about
tra�c nodes;

1. Tra�c on the node is one-way. We consider only the option of passing
the node in a single direction.

2. Leaving the node is possible via either one or two tracks. In section 4
we consider a single track; in section 5, a double track.
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By headway, we mean the smallest safe distance between one train and
another. By headway time, we mean the time it takes after train A passes a
certain point before train B can safely follow it. Obviously, the headway time
depends directly on the headway. Both headway and headway time depend
on a number of factors, the most dominant being the relative speeds of the
train and their braking distance. For instance, a fast-moving, heavily loaded
train might need a long stretch of headway before it, while a slow-moving,
light-loaded train might need very little.

3 Basic model

In the most simple case, assume that we have a single tra�c node with a
single track that can be used by one train at a time. The train departs
from this node, and due to safety regulations a certain time must pass before
another train can safely follow it. This elapsed time is referred to as the
headway time. The node is considered �occupied� for the duration of the
headway time, and if any new trains arrive during this period, they must
wait, forming a queue. Of course, this is not a physical queue as the process
of scheduling train departures does not occur in real time - but as train-
operating companies put in requests to use the tracks, scheduled departures
are moved forward in time to accommodate other, earlier trains, creating a
classical queueing process.

In the most basic case, we can consider the process to be M/M/1. Here,
we consider the incoming trains as customers, arriving in a Markovian fash-
ion, while the minimum headway times are service times (the time it takes
for a tra�c node to �process� a train). The service times are randomly dis-
tributed, as each train varies in speed, load, state of repair et cetera, and
they are also considered independent from each other.

If this is the case, the stability condition is easy to �nd. If we denote the
arrival intensity by λ and let the service times be ∼ Exp(µ), then the system
is stable i� ρ := λ

µ
< 1. The expected waiting time for a customer (i.e. an

arriving train) is determined by Little's law to W := E(Wt) =
1

µ−λ .
This model is, however, overly simplistic. Speci�cally, we cannot assume

the service times to be independent, as they represent the minimum time
needed between one train and the next. A slower train preceding a faster
train will necessitate a longer headway time, and vice versa, a faster train
preceding a slower one will necessitate a much shorter headway time. Other
factors, like di�erences in braking distance, may also play into the di�erence
in headway time. Therefore, a more advanced model must be used, forming
the bulk of this paper.
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4 Headway times for a single track

We shall here draw on a model used by Bäuerle et. al. [2] for air plane
runways.

Trains arrive according to some arrival process at time Sn and with inter-
arrival times Tn = Sn − Sn−1, with S0 = T0 = 0, and the �rst train arriving
at time S1 = T1.

In reality, there may be many factors playing into the headway time
required between two trains, but for our model it is su�cient to assume that
we have a discrete amount of di�ering train types; denote this amount k.
The probability that a given train is of type i is denoted pi, and of course,∑k
i=1 pi = 1. We assume that trains arrive according to a Markovian arrival

process with intensity λ where the train types are independent of each other,
so that if Jn denotes the type of the nth train, then P (Jn = i|Jn−1 = j) =
P (Jn = i) = pi.

If the arrival process is a Poisson process, then we may view the arrival
process as a superposition of k independent Poisson processes each with
intensity λi = λpi.

As a train of type i rolls away from the tra�c node, a certain headway
time must pass before a train of type j may follow it. Denote this headway
time as b(i, j), so that at least b(i, j) time units must pass between the
departure of the �rst train and the departure of the second. This gives rise
to a k × k matrix of headway times, denoted C, which we shall consider to
be given. In practice, such a matrix can be obtained by measuring e.g. the
typical speed and braking distance for the various kinds of trains.

4.1 Service times

As mentioned, the service time in our model is the headway time between
two trains. Therefore the service time of the nth train is the headway time
between it and the following train n + 1, so that the service time can be
denoted Bn := b(Jn, Jn+1), with B0 := 0. When a request for a train to
use the tra�c node arrives, the headway time may have expired - in which
case there is no waiting time - or the new train may have to wait a certain
period, denoted Wn for the nth train. The service times Bn are randomly,
and identically, distributed - but they are not independent, since Bn+1 by
de�nition depends on Bn.
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4.2 Stability

When the (n+1)th request to use the tra�c node arrives, it may be displaced
in time by some waiting timeWn. This time period is determined recursively
by

W1 := 0;Wn+1 := [Wn +Bn − Tn]+

where n ≥ 1. To �nd whether or not the queuing system is stable, we need
to determine whether the sequence (Wn) is stable.

By Loynes [1] Corollary 1, we know that if the sequences (Bn) and (Tn)
are independent of each other, and if one of them is formed of non-constant
mutually independent random variables, then the sequence (Wn) is stable if
E(B1) < E(T1), with n ≥ 1, and unstable otherwise.

In our case, we have that (Tn) is formed of non-constant mutually inde-
pendent random variables, as the arrival process is assumed to be Markovian.
Hence, the condition holds.

We may denote the condition by re-introducing the variable ρ, such that

ρ :=
E(B1)

E(T1)

and conclude that the queue is stable i� ρ < 1.
It then remains to compute ρ.
The value of E(T1) is known; the arrival process is assumed to be a

Poisson process with intensity λ, so that E(T1) =
1
λ
.

The value of E(B1) is somewhat more complicated. B is given by the
function b(J1, J2), which is in itself a random variable, with E[b(J1, J2)] =∑k
i

∑k
j pipjb(i, j). As all b(i, j) are represented in the matrix C, we can

easily form a new matrix D of the same dimensions, with entries d(i, j) :=
pipjb(i, j). Then

E(B1) = E[b(J1, J2)] = 1TD1

where 1 denotes the vector of dimension k containing solely ones, and hence
that

ρ :=
E(B1)

E(T1)
= λ1TD1

Therefore, if λ1TD1 < 1, then the queueing system is stable.
Using the above result, we may calculate the highest possible intensity of

the arrival process for the queueing system to remain stable. If λ < 1/1TD1,
then the system remains stable.
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5 Model for double tracks

We now turn to the case where there are two tracks succeeding the tra�c
node. In this case, we may be able to handle a higher tra�c intensity. With
two tracks, an incoming train Ji may utilize either one of two tracks, denoted I
and II. We assume that these two tracks cover the entire distance considered,
so that the tracks never need to merge - if so, that could cause scheduling
con�icts further down the line, which is undesirable.

The arrival process remains unchanged, so that Tn is the same as in the
case with one track. Only the service time Bn is altered by the presence
of two tracks. As it turns out, however, this model rapidly becomes quite
complex: If the �rst train utilizes track I, and the second train utilizes track
II, then the model is unusable because B1 will have no impact on the waiting
time for the second train. Hence our previous method will no longer be
applicable.

There are a few ways we can deal with this problem.

5.1 Why not pick the free track?

A natural question may be, why not pick the track with the shortest waiting
time upon arrival? There chief reason why this approach isn't considered is
mathematical; it is very di�cult to design such a model, since service times
are not independent of each other, and it is therefore di�cult to predict the
waiting times. The method presented by Loynes [1] does not hold under
these circumstances, and it is unknown what type the next train will be,
further complicating this approach.

5.2 Alternating Tracks

The simplest, and most straightforward solution, is to simply alternate which
track is used. Bäuerle et. al refer to this as the Round-robin policy (Bäuerle
et. al. [2]). Odd-numbered trains are assigned to track I, while even-
numbered trains use track II.

We then have two sequences J Im = J2m−1 and J
II
m = J2m, with Jn denoting

the type of train, each with separate arrival intensities and separate average
waiting times. Notably, this has no impact on the headway times; therefore,
it still holds that E(BI

1) = E(BII
1 ) = 1TD1. Hence, we can conclude that

the separate processes J Im and J IIm are such that, with a ∈ I, II

ρa :=
E(Ba

1)

E(T a1 )
= λa1TD1
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Therefore, track I is stable i� λI < 1
1TD1

, and likewise for track II, and
therefore the supremum of the intensity for track I is 1

1TD1
and likewise

for track II. Since the arrival processes for both tracks are Poisson, we can
merge them together and create an arrival process for the whole system. As
λI = λII , it is the case that this greater system will have the arrival intensity
λ = λI + λII = 2λI = 2

1TD1
.

As expected, with two tracks and trains assigned in an alternating fashion,
the highest possible intensity is twice as high as in the single-track case. This
should hardly be surprising - it simply says that two tracks can handle twice
as many trains as one.

5.3 Random Assignment

It is also possible to randomly assign incoming trains to a track. We could
do this either perfectly randomly - by giving each incoming train a .5 chance
of choosing track I, say - or we could sort the trains by type, so as to let e.g.
heavy trains favour track I and light trains favour track II, or some similar
method. The former case is relatively uninteresting, as it does not di�er
much from the alternating policy (Bäuerle et. al. [2]), but we can inspect
the latter a little more thoroughly.

Let δj ∈ [0, 1] denote the probability that a train of type j is assigned to
track I, and consequently, 1 − δj is the probability to be assigned to track
II. Because the arrival process is a Poisson process, it can be split using this
policy. Let us study the case for track I.

For track I, each incoming train is of type j with probability pj; further-
more, a train of type j is assigned to track I with probability δj, as described
above. There are k di�erent types of trains. Then the arrival intensity for
track I can be de�ned by

λI := λ
k∑
j=1

pjδj

(Note that, if δj is 1 for all j, we have the case for a single track, where
trivially λ = λ

∑k
j=1 pj because

∑k
j=1 pj = 1 by de�nition.)

We can express this more conveniently in vector form, by writing p = (pj)
and δ = (δj), each forming a vector with k elements. Then λI = λpT δ and
conversely, λII = λ(1 − pT δ). We've now formed two separate, independent
Poisson processes, each operating on its own track and behaving as in the
single-track case.
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5.3.1 Stability on two tracks

Recall that, by Loynes [1], the sequence is stable if E(B1) < E(T1) or equiv-

alently ρ := E(B1)
E(T1)

< 1. The �rst problem, then, is to �nd E(T1) and E(B1)
for each of the two new processes.

E(T1) is simple; this is given for each individual track by λI(−1) and
λII(−1), respectively. Now let us attempt to �nd E(B1).

The probability that a certain train arriving at track I is type j is given by
pIj :=

pjδj
pT δ

(because of the laws of conditional probability, P (A|B) = P (A∩B)
P (B)

),

and similarly for track II, pIIj := pj(1−δi)
pT (1−δ) . From this we can compute the

expected service times, using a similar method as in the one-track case.
In the case of a single track, we had E(B1) = E[b(J1, J2)] =

∑k
i

∑k
j pipjb(i, j).

Now, looking at Track I, we must replace pi and pj with p
I
i and p

I
j , so that

E(BI
1) =

∑k
i

∑k
j p

I
i p
I
jb(i, j) Now, the values pipjb(i, j) are given by the matrix

D, so that this can be expressed as

E(BI
1) =

k∑
i

k∑
j

pIi p
I
jb(i, j) =

δTDδ

(pT δ)2

Which is similar to the case with a single track, except that the vectors
1 have been replaced with the vectors δ

pT δ
. Track II is handled analogously,

with E(BII
1 ) = (1−δ)TD(1−δ)

(1−pT δ)2 .
Putting this together, we have that

ρI :=
E(BI

1)

E(T I1 )
=

δTDδ

(pT δ)2
/(λpT δ)−1 = λ

δTDδ

pT δ

and

ρII =
E(BII

1 )

E(T II1 )
= λ

(1− δ)TD(1− δ)
1− pT δ

The system, then, is stable i� both ρ1 and ρII are both less than 1, that
is, i� max

{
ρI , ρII

}
< 1. Equivalently, the supremum of the arrival rate λsup

is then given by:

λsup = min

{
pT δ

δTDδ
,

1− pT δ
(1− δ)TD(1− δ)

}
If the arrival rate is smaller than this value λsup, then the system is stable.
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6 A Simple Example

Consider a system with three kinds of trains, type A, B, and C. Type A
trains are heavily-loaded cargo trains, type B are passenger trains, and type
C are express trains. The matrix C detailing their respective headway times
is such:  8 16 24

4 8 12
2 4 6


With values listed in minutes. Furthermore, the tra�c is such that pA =

0.3, pB = 0.5 and pC = 0.2.
From this, we can compose the matrix D, combining the probabilities

and the headway times:  0.72 2.40 1.44
0.60 2.00 1.20
0.12 0.40 0.24


In the case of a single track, we can quite easily compute the highest

possible arrival intensity. The tra�c intensity is given by E(B1)
E(T1)

= λ1TD1

and conversely, then, the arrival intensity must be 1/(1TD1). This is readily
computed using matrix multiplication; the value is 1/9.12, that is, an average
of roughly 0.1096 trains per minute, or 6.579 trains per hour. Therefore,
under these circumstances, one train every 10 minutes results in a stable
system.

If we were to use two tracks and simply alternate them, we could run
twice as many trains - roughly one every �ve minutes, or 13.158 trains per
hour.

Now let us construct a simple semi-random double-track strategy. In
this variant, type A trains always choose track I, and type C trains always
choose track II, whereas type B trains are routed to track I 32.8% of the
time. This means that the vector δ, representing the probability of a train
using track I, contains the elements (1, 0.328, 0). The vector p is given above
as [0.3, 0.5, 0.2].

We calculate λsup by using the formula outlined above:

λsup = min

{
pT δ

δTDδ
,

1− pT δ
(1− δ)TD(1− δ)

}
In this case,
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pT δ

δTDδ
=

0.4640

1.919
≈ 0.2418

and

1− pT δ
(1− δ)TD(1− δ)

=
0.5360

2.2184
≈ 0.2416

The minimum of this is 0.2416, that is, 0.2416 trains per minute, or 14.49
trains per hour. This is a slight improvement over the alternating track
method, showing that a more careful selection process may be bene�cial.

7 Summary

In the study of train tra�c, the headway times between trains depend on
the di�erent types of trains used. A preceding train might require more
or less time to clear a safe distance, requiring a queueing model in which
service times cannot be considered independent of each other; to solve this
problem, a method similar to that used by Bäuerle et. al. on airway tra�c
was described. This method is straightforward to apply to train tra�c in
the case of a single track; it is also applicable, with some modi�cation, to a
double-track situation.

Various strategies can be used to route incoming train tra�c between
the two tracks. An alternating model was used, as well as a probabilistic
model where incoming trains are assigned according to some previously de-
termined probabilities. Finally, the model was applied to a concrete example
concerning three types of trains.
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